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Introduction 
 

This document lists the features in the first 2016 release (R1) of the Medilink Australian medical practice 

software system. 

Please refer to previous feature list documents where you have skipped releases etc.: 

 2015 R2 http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202015+%20R2%20-%20Features.pdf 

 2015 R1 http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202015+%20R1%20-%20Features.pdf 

 2014 R1&2 http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202014+%20R1-2%20-

%20Features.pdf 

 2013 R2&3 http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202013+%20R2%20-

%20Features.pdf 

 2013 R1 http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202013+%20R1%20-%20Features.pdf 

 2012 R1&2 http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202012+%20R1-2%20-

%20Features.pdf 

 2011 R2 http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202011+%20R2-%20Features.pdf 

 2011 R1 http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202011+%20R1-%20Features.pdf 

 2010 R1 http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202010+%20R1-%20Features.pdf 

 2009 R2 http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202009+%20R2-%20Features.pdf 

 2009 R1 http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202009+%20R1-

%20Features%20and%20Bug%20Fixes.pdf 

 2008 R1 http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202008+%20R1-

%20Features%20and%20Bug%20Fixes.pdf 

Note, this document lists all features added after the 2015 R2 feature list document, which was 

released 2015-08-18. If you have a later version of Medilink 2015 R2 or R3, you may already have 

some features listed here - but we consider them part of the 2016 R1 release in terms of this 

document for continuity. 
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http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202008+%20R1-%20Features%20and%20Bug%20Fixes.pdf
http://www.medilink.com.au/docs/MedilinkESI%202008+%20R1-%20Features%20and%20Bug%20Fixes.pdf
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Practice Management 
 

Features 
 

Surgical Partners 
 

We now integrate with Surgical Partners. This service can then integrate with whatever accounting 

package you use, Xero, MYOB, etc., and transfer your daily transaction data from Medilink to it. 

 

SMS 
 

The SMS system has had an overhaul with regards to how it performs the send/receive. Now you will be 

able to run the SMS icon on all computers, but they will notify one another when they are performing a 

send/receive so there is no chance of overlap or overloading the SMS provider’s system. 

We have also added the ability to send direct SMS messages to patients and to your doctors. These will 

not be tied to appointments; they are just simple messages for whatever you need. 

Note that currently there is no reply mechanism for these messages, you should leave your practice 

phone number in the sender field so that they can easily call you back. 

You can now also click the Website button to go direct to the SMS provider’s website. 

 

Group Appointments 
 

You can now add group appointments for multiple patients. 

This is a very useful interface for providers who regularly provide group sessions or visits. 

It works with the standard appointment search and next appointment feature, and you can even bill 

directly within the group appointment list. 

Please note that most of the existing appointment reports in Medilink will show the words Group 

Appointment in lieu of individual patient names (they are designed to show a single name per line, and 

therefore cannot accommodate groups easily). 

It also does not tie in to the SMS reminder system (yet). 
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Provider Finish Mode 
 

We have overhauled the existing provider finish logic (which was a very simple note system). 

Now when your providers finish an appointment they will be able to record: 

 Items (using new sort logic so that most billed items are at the top of the list). 

 Preferred Billing Rate 

 Follow-Up Period 

 Notes/Instructions. 

Reception staff will then be able to see these notes in a variety of places and act accordingly. 

 

Minor Features 
 

 You can now click the header of an appointment column (the provider’s name), to bring up a 

menu of actions surrounding that provider. 

 A new provider selection screen is now available. This lists all providers and their practices in the 

once screen, is sortable by any column, and is searchable. 

 The items fees are now (optionally) sortable. This will sort the most used items to the top of 

your list, for easier access. 

 Invoice numbers have been shortened. There should now be a maximum of 2 leading zeros. 

 Aged analysis columns have been made relative to the date that was entered as the end point 

for the report (used to always group aged debtors as 30/60/90/120 days from today’s date – 

irrespective of the date you chose). 

 Option to always allow edit/move/delete appointments, (regardless of ‘finished’ or ‘confirmed’ 

status). 

 Shortcut for non-patient appointments (Ctrl+Ins). 

 Facilities can be added from the Edit Practice screen, and also the lists of these can be looked up 

via a button in the same screen. 

 When duplicating un-reported IMCs, print as a standard invoice format. 

 Middle names can now be seen in the Patient Search and in the Accounting screen in the Patient 

Details area (used to have to go to Edit Patient to see). 

 Edit Referral Period now requires confirmation (this is to stop the issue where changing a 

referral to indefinite after you have claimed will cause problems with Medicare). 

 Referrer list report can now be produced by which patients you have seen for a date range. 

 Activity report per practice location. 

 Reply expiry step skipped in bulk SMS reminder (uses default expiry in SMS Setup screen). 

 Provider phone details can now be used in the SMS reminder message (used to only print 

Medilink registration phone number). 

 References to email removed from SMS reminder lists (no longer applicable). 
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Issues Resolved 
 

 Appointment slot guide showing wrong intervals in some cases. 

 Add appointment button still enabled when unavailable slot highlighted. 

 Appointments hidden if no schedule for that provider on that day. 

 Booking date info in notes clearing when moving appointments. 

 Theatre report order number resets each page instead of each day. 

 Various reports not working for new provider selection. 

 Classic audit trail doesn’t split on practice. 

 Confusion regards General Practice vs General Practitioner types for claiming have been fixed 

(now either work for Medicare Online and Easyclaim). 

 Non-Patient Claimant not working for personal account. 

 Medicare Online Patient Claim with gap payment with multiple procedure rule applied and 

consult item at end, would not distribute receipts correctly. 

 Individual Financial Details report truncating details. 

 MediLinkIt and PatientSearchOutput paths going blank or reverting to default. This issue 

commonly showed itself by EFTPOS/Easyclaim transactions that would route to the wrong 

terminal server screen, or just indefinitely wait for a response. 

 Waiting list not showing code selected. 

 Part paid claims would inadvertently trigger the “send as fully paid?” question. 

 Online Appointments not taking leave dates in to consideration. 

 IntelliSMS replies not updating appointment. 
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Document Management 
 

Features 
 

Word Plugin 
 

Medilink now has a dedicated Microsoft Word Plugin. 

This will allow typists to just use Word for typing (and possibly your dictation playback software) – no 

need to flick back to Medilink, as you can do all of the following without leaving Word: 

 Generate letters using Medilink templates. 

 See the list of appointments for any provider on any day. 

 Bring up the letters for review. 

 Bring up the letters for a specific patient. 

 Send via secure emessaging, (see other announcement). 

At the time of writing we are distributing the setup for this manually (not via the standard Medilink 

install process), we intend to announce when a more widely deployable method for deploying this 

becomes available. 

 

Secure eMessaging 
 

Medilink can now send your letters as HL7 messages via secure emessaging. You will be able to 

configure your referrers with their preferred system and addressing details, and then it’s just a simply 

click to send a letter. 

At the time of writing we have initially integrated with HealthLink only, although more are to follow and 

will be done very soon (there is very little difference between how we ‘address’ the HL7 messages for 

each secure emessaging system). 

This will ultimately mean you won’t need to have various Word Plugins for each provider - Argus, and 

ReferralNet, and Medical Objects etc. - you can just use the Medilink Word Plugin, or send direct from 

DMS or EHR. 
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Previews 
 

The preview system has had a bit of an overhaul. 

Previously we could only display previews for basic image files and scans that you had scanned using the 

DMS software. That was problematic though if you imported a lot of documents, as you couldn’t 

preview them.  

The new approach will allow you to preview any file, providing you have the appropriate software 

installed on your computer to do so. So for example, you will be able to preview any PDF, as long as you 

have Adobe Acrobat or some other PDF viewer installed. This applies to previews of attachments in EHR 

as well. 

 

Minor Features 
 

 Copy/paste email attachments from Outlook in to DMS. 

 Remember previously used letter code (i.e. so don’t have to change it every time). 

 

Issues Resolved 
 

 CC details repeat on subsequent letters where you want no CCs. 

 Have to close and re-open DMS for bulk scan previews to show. 

 “Attempted to read or write protected memory” error on load. 

 Loading letters imported via old ReferralNet/Medical Objects logic could cause crash due to 

difference in file naming scheme. 

 COM errors on preview (new system has better handling for various scenarios). 
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Electronic Health Records 
 

Features 
 

Loading Speed 
 

We have overhauled and greatly improved the performance of the EHR loading. Patients should load in 

approx. ¼ of the time that they were in the 2015 R2 version of Medilink. 

 

Consultation History 
 

You can now view a single scrollable list of a patient’s consultation note history from the patient 

summary screen (no need to click through each individual consultation). 

You can also view this from the consult notes screen (i.e. while you are adding new notes). 

 

Minor Features 
 

 Ability to specify start date of health problems (not just the date they were added). 

 Can create pathology request printout from consultation notes screen. 

 Print duplicate copies of a pathology request. 

 Optionally compress comms/scripts nodes (to show more overall in one glance). 

 Can now add recall reasons on the fly from the results screen. 

 

Issues Resolved 
 

 Cannot create non-provider user. 

 Locking other users out of patient files. 

 Delay in printing. 

 Adding recipe prescription to existing consult causes crash. 

 Recipes don’t show in favourites tab of scripts panel. 

 Consult notes don’t save when prescribing via Tools -> Recipes menu option. 

 When printing multiple scripts, only first item is marked as ‘printed’. 

 “Object Reference Exception” when adding quick script to favourites. 

 Some of the previous patient’s details remain on screen on patient change (when the patient 

change fails to load an element they don’t get cleared). 
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Medicare Online 
 

Features 
 

Batch Utilities 
 

We have added utilities directly in to the Medicare Online Control Centre and the Medicare Online right-

click menu to be able to repair problematic batching scenarios, such as: 

 Reverting to unpaid – reversing or optionally removing all receipts and adjustments from a 

batch. 

 Reverting to stored – putting the batch in a state where it can be unbatched (or forwarded again 

in some rare scenarios). 

 Correct batch – this simply corrects all items in a batch (rather than going through the manual 

pay $0 process). 

 

Minor Features 
 

 Applied credit is now able to be applied for standard Patient Claims. You should raise a standard 

invoice (non-Medicare Online), apply the credit, then go to Copies and highlight the invoice, and 

press Submit Claim to send. 

 Patient Claims can now have non-Medicare Online items on them, and it will ask the user if they 

want to print the receipt afterwards. (This worked previously in terms of claiming, but you had 

to manually duplicate the receipt to get the non-Medicare Online items to print.) 

 

Issues Resolved 
 

 Duplicate bulk billing via multiple enter press/OK clicks etc. resolved, and the ‘protection’ turned 

on by default. 

 Bug in OPVs could cause a crash. 

 Re-using old reversed batch numbers sometimes picking up old payee. 
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Utilities/Miscellaneous 
 

Features 
 

.NET v4.0 
 

We have migrated our .NET code from v3.5 to v4.0. This doesn’t really mean much to most users, but 

moving to newer technologies will improve performance and reliability and give us access to newer 

framework features that ultimately will result in newer and better modules and features. 

One thing to note, this means that Medilink now requires XP SP3 as a bare minimum. If you’re still using 

XP, you should consider changing to a newer version of Windows anyway (talk to your general IT 

provider). 

 

Minor Features 
 

 Launcher now remembers the previous username. 

 Users utility from Launcher now has a button to clear all aged logons (logons without activity for 

ninety minutes). 

 A new tool that runs on update that imports letter details in to the letter database table 

(improving speed in various applications that looks up these details). 

 A new tool that runs on update that create unique numeric appointment identifiers, which is 

ultimately used to improve the speed of searching for appointments. 

 HCN Address.IN importer (referrer list). 

 Added MDH fund fees. 

 Tool menu item to fix patient last seen. 

 Tool menu item to re-sort the item fees (sort most used items to top). 

 

Issues Resolved 
 

 The Bomgar remote support tool that we distribute now runs in user profile only by default 

(should mean less issues running it if you are not an admin user). 

 Tool to rename letters that have been automatically shortened to the old DOS format (max 8 

char filename with tilde and number at end for repetition), using best fit methodologies. 


